We propose automatic generalizations of the KPSS-test for the null hypothesis of stationarity of a univariate time series. We can use the tests for the null hypotheses of trend stationarity, level stationarity and zero mean stationarity. We derive the asymptotic null distributions and we determine the rates of consistency against relevant nonstationary alternatives. We compare the properties of the tests with those of other recently proposed tests for stationarity. Theoretical results and Monte Carlo simulations support the relevance of the tests when an autoregressive process with large positive autocorrelations is likely under the null hypothesis. 
Introduction
Tests for the null hypothesis of stationarity have not yet become part of the standard tools of empirical time series analysts. In many cases, however, the hypothesis of stationarity is more likely than the more frequently used hypothesis of (autoregressive) unit root nonstationarity. If one only uses autoregressive unit root (Dickey-Fuller) type tests the hypothesis of stationarity is only chosen if one rejects the null hypothesis of a unit root. Most unit root tests have low power against stationary, and highly autoregressive alternatives. This standard approach therefore entails that stationarity is not often found.
An important argument against the use of tests for the null hypothesis of stationarity is the di¢culty to control their size when the process is stationary, but highly autoregressive. Probably the best known test for stationarity in econometrics, the so-called KPSS test introduced by Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt and Shin (1992) is oversized in that case: it rejects the true hypothesis of stationarity too often, again leading to undue preference for the hypothesis if unit root nonstationarity.
In this paper we develop a simple and automatic test for stationarity against random walk alternatives. This test should have reasonable size properties for the stationary but highly autoregressive case, since this is often a plausible model in practice. At the same time we also want good consistency properties against unit root alternatives. We use basically the same test statistic as KPSS, that is the ratio of the properly scaled sample variance of the partial sums of a series and an estimate of the long run variance of a series. Stock (1994) discusses related tests for I(0), and their possible interpretations in particular. Choi and Yu (1997) show how to apply the statistics to test for arbitrary integer orders of integration.
The standard KPSS test is oversized for highly autoregressive processes because it employs a semiparametric heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent covariance estimator (HAC) of the long run variance of the process with an important positive …nite sample bias. However, for the HAC estimator one can choose other bandwidths than the ones suggested by KPSS. In …nite samples, the choice of bandwidth implies the following trade-o¤. Choosing too large a bandwidth implies that the long run variance is overestimated: the test statistic becomes too small and the test will have little or no power in …nite samples if one employs common nominal signi…cance levels. On the other hand, if one chooses the bandwidth too small and the process is highly autoregressive, then the long run variance is underestimated, the test statistic becomes too large and the test is oversized. The introduction of a more convenient estimator of the long run variance under the null hypothesis does not automatically repair the KPSS-type test. Some long run variance estimators which work well under the null, lead to inconsistency of the KPSS-type test under random walk alternatives, i.e., the power of the test for some relevant alternatives does not approach 1 as the sample size increases. In this paper we suggest an automatic form of the KPSS-test that reduces this size distortion without su¤ering from inconsistency.
Similar to the analysis in Stock (1994) , we generalize the KPSS-test in two directions. First we show that the KPSS-test retains its conventional asymptotic properties when the long run variance is calculated using the automatic data dependent band-width selection procedure introduced by Newey and West (1994) . This implies that test results become less sensitive to the choice of an a priori bandwidth, because the properties of the process are taken into account. We show that automatic bandwidth selection leads to a signi…cant reduction in the size distortion of the test in the relevant case of a highly autoregressive process.
Second, we show how one can extend the KPSS procedure to test the joint hypotheses of zero mean stationarity or level stationarity. These joint hypotheses di¤er from the marginal null hypothesis of pure I(0)-ness where the deterministic part of the null hypothesis is partly left unspeci…ed. We derive the asymptotic distributions under these joint hypotheses. We show that KPSS-type tests (designed for random walk alternatives) are also consistent in the following cases: (i), the null hypothesis of zero mean stationarity is tested when the process is actually stationary around a non-zero mean or a deterministic trend, and (ii) the null hypothesis of level stationary is tested while the process is actually trend stationary. Hobijn and Franses (1997) give a practical example in which both the joint hypotheses of zero mean stationarity and level stationarity are economically relevant. They show how to relate these with the concepts of unconditional and conditional convergence of per capita income levels. The consistency against deterministic I(0) alternatives is in line with results of Choi (1994, page 727). He mentions that his tests for the null of stationarity asymptotically reject in these two cases too. However, where Choi considers this to be a defect, we actually consider this a useful result when interpreting zero mean stationarity or level stationarity as joint hypotheses on the mean of the process and its memory characteristics.
We compare the properties of the generalized KPSS tests with those of related stationarity tests from the econometric literature, namely the residual-based test of Choi (1994) , and the (parametric) test of Leybourne and McCabe (1994) , henceforth (LBM). These tests were not analyzed in Stock (1994) . Two results are especially worth mentioning. The …rst is that the Newey and West (1994) automatic bandwidth selection procedure is not applicable to Choi's test, since it does not yield a consistent test statistic. The second is that the LBM-test is not consistent against the alternative of a pure random walk.
We employ Monte Carlo analysis throughout to see whether our asymptotic results are useful for relevant sample sizes. Our results serve as an update and extension of the Monte Carlo evidence in Stock (1994) .
The paper consists of two main sections. In Section 2 we introduce our generalizations of the KPSS test and prove their asymptotic properties. We derive its asymptotic distributions for three null hypotheses: trend stationarity, level stationarity and zero mean stationarity. Furthermore, we determine the rates of consistency if one uses the automatic bandwidth selection procedures in the estimation of the long run variance. We do this both for the Bartlett and for the Quadratic Spectral (QS) window. We also prove consistency against trend stationarity and level stationarity, when level stationarity and zero mean stationarity are tested, respectively.
In Section 3, we compare the small sample properties of our generalizations with those of the conventional KPSS test and with other related tests introduced by Choi (1994) and Leybourne and McCabe (1994, henceforth LBM) . In the …rst part of Sec-tion 3 we review these two alternative tests and show how they di¤er from the KPSS test. In the second part of Section 3 we present results of Monte Carlo simulations that illustrate our main points. Section 4 concludes.
For the practitioner, our results seem to suggest that the KPSS test with automatic bandwidth selection is preferable to the Choi-and LBM-tests, since it has better small sample properties than the test by Choi (1994) and, contrary to the LBM-test, it is consistent against all relevant non-stationary models. As for the choice of spectral window, our simulations suggest that the main di¤erence between using the Bartlett and the QS window is the di¤erence in the rate of consistency. The QS window yields a higher (asymptotic) rate of consistency which seems also to lead to higher power in small samples.
KPSS-test and generalizations
In section 2.1 we …rst introduce the basic model and notation for the KPSS test. Then we discuss so-called HAC covariance estimation of the long run variance. In section 2.3 we generalize the asymptotic results for the KPSS test in two directions. First, we show that the test retains the asymptotic properties derived by KPSS when it is calculated using either the Bartlett or QS kernel in combination with the automatic bandwidth selection procedure proposed by Newey and West (1994) . Second, we show that the test is also consistent in case the process contains an intercept or deterministic trend whenever the hypotheses of zero mean stationarity and level stationarity are tested, respectively.
Model speci…cation and test statistic
The model that we use to test for stationarity of the time series, y t , is similar to the one used by KPSS and reads
where u i and " t are both covariance stationary and short memory with mean zero and d 2 f0; 1g. u t and ² t satisfy the usual assumptions as de…ned in Newey and West (1994) or Park and Phillips (1998) . In particular the long run variance, de…ned below, exists and is strictly positive. Contrary to KPSS and LBM we will not only consider the null hypothesis of trend stationarity, but also those of level stationarity and zero mean stationarity. The corresponding parameter restrictions are tabulated in Table 1 . Our statistic di¤ers slightly for the various null hypotheses and so does its asymptotic distribution. Under the alternative (d = 1), the stochastic part of y t consists of a random-walk component §u t and a noise component ² t .
Our test statistic is a generalization of the KPSS test in the sense that it also considers the partial sum process of the residuals, e t , of each of the following regressions, depending on the null hypothesis, i.e., 
We use S t = P t i=1 e i , to obtain our respective test statistics, denoted by w ¿ , w ¹ or w 0 , which are all based on
depending on the null hypothesis. Under the null hypothesis, b ¾ 2 is a consistent estimator of the long run variance of " t , ¾ 2 " , which is de…ned as
Note that S t is I(1) under the null and I(2) under the alternative (d = 1).
We use the statistic in a one-sided test. The test rejects the I(0) hypothesis against I(1) alternatives for large values of w. The test is consistent for appropriate choices of b ¾ 2 . In this paper we do not consider a two-sided test of I(0)-ness of e t against fractionally integrated alternatives I(±), ± < 0, or ± > 0, see Lee and Schmidt (1996) . In practice low values of the statistic may be associated with overdi¤erenced series. Note that ¾ 
Estimation of the long run variance
We …rst discuss the denominator of our test statistic in (5). One can also view this as an estimator of the spectral density of " t at frequency zero or as an estimator of T times the variance of the sample mean of y t (in cases where¯= 0). Hamilton (1994, section 10.5) presents a useful introduction to this topic.
So far, we only assumed that " t is covariance stationary with a …nite and positive long run variance ¾ 2 " . However, we need a consistent estimator of ¾ 2 " which is e¢cient under general assumptions on the serial correlation properties of " t . We employ estimators which are frequently used in so-called heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) estimation. Recent studies, as for example Den Haan and Levin (1997), suggest that the accuracy of inference obtained using w crucially depends on the actual choice of estimator for ¾ 2 " . As an alternative to the HAC estimation one could employ a parametric …ltering approach, by specifying a (ARMA-) model for ² t and estimating ¾ 2 ² implicitly using that model. LBM use such an approach, 
¡ cos (6¼ (j=m) =5) i see section 3 below. Here we employ the nonparametric approach that is based on estimators of the form
where b°j = T ¡1 P T t=j+1 e t e t¡j is used as the estimate of the j-th order autocovariance of " t , and k m (:) is a kernel function depending on a bandwith parameter m.
Several kernels have been proposed to weight the estimated autocovariances in (6). We consider two of them: the Bartlett kernel and the Quadratic Spectral kernel (QS), as tabulated in table 2. We consider only these two for the following reasons: the Bartlett kernel is used by KPSS, while the Quadratic Spectral kernel has been shown by Andrews (1991) to be more e¢cient. It has optimal asymptotic mean squared error properties and Monte Carlo results for small samples, documented by Andrews (1991) and Newey and West (1994) , indicate that it yields more accurate estimates of ¾ 2 " than other kernels in …nite samples. Note that the QS kernel gives a nonzero weight to all computable sample autocorrelations.
Next, we have to choose the bandwidth, m. We compare two approaches. The …rst, as used by KPSS, is simply to choose m T as a deterministic function of the sample size T . Using the Bartlett kernel, KPSS assure consistency of b
. However, if y t is highly autoregressive with positive serial correlation, it turns out that b ¾ 2 strongly depends on the choice of x: In case x is chosen large, then b ¾ 2 is relatively large, w relatively small, and consequently the KPSS test turns out to have low power in small samples if one uses conventional nominal signi…cance levels. In case x is chosen small, then, in small samples, b ¾ 2 underestimates ¾ 2 " such that the KPSS test statistic is oversized. Hence, it can be preferable to use a data dependent procedure to estimate the optimal bandwidth parameter m T , which thereby becomes a stochastic variable, c m T . This second approach was …rst explored by Andrews (1991) and later re…ned by Newey and West (1994) . Newey and West's (1994) procedure is summarized in table 3.
In order to apply Newey and West's procedure, we again have to choose an a priori nonstochastic bandwidth parameter, in this case n T . However, since outcome of the …nal bandwidth, c m T , only indirectly depends on n T , it turns out that the value of b ¾ 2 depends much less on n T than on the deterministic choice of m T in the previous approach. Hence, when the automatic bandwidth selection is used, the …nal 1 Andrews (1991) showed that in case the QS kernel is applied, a choice of m such that Step Kernel Bartlett Quadratic Spectral
1.
choose bandwidth parameter n T , where n ! 1 as T ! 1 and
realization of the test statistic, and thus the conclusion of the test, depends less on this a priori choice. As Monte Carlo results in section 3 show, in the most relevant cases the best small sample results for w are obtained using an automatic bandwidth selection for the Quadratic Spectral kernel. Two other approaches for the estimation of ¾ 2 ² ; which could be more e¢cient if e t closely resembles an autoregressive process, turn out to have serious defects in our context. The …rst tries to improve the estimator c m T . Andrews (1991) suggests the use of a least squares estimate of an AR model in order to modify m T . However, Choi (1994, section 4) shows that Andrews' choice for c m T grows too fast under the stochastic trend alternative with d = 1:
. This results in a large denominator in (5) and therefore in an inconsistent test. Of course, one can truncate the stochastic c m T using another deterministic upper bound, see e.g. Stock (1994) or Choi and Yu (1997) , but this introduces a second arbitrary choice in the testing procedure, which we seek to avoid.
A second approach which leads to inconsistency is to directly "pre…lter" e t using a least squares estimate of an AR model, as suggested by Andrews and Monahan (1992) . Under the null, this procedure can be viewed as a helpful model based correction for serial correlation, but under the I(1) alternative it leads to di¤erencing of e t which prevents divergence of test statistic (5) as T ! 1, and therefore to inconsistency.
Asymptotic null distribution and consistency
In this subsection we present asymptotic properties of the test statistics under the null hypothesis as well as under the alternative. The proofs do not require any novel techniques and are given in the appendix. It turns out that the asymptotic properties di¤er slightly under the three null hypotheses. Our tests are consistent under all relevant alternatives. The rate of consistency depends on the type of kernel and on the corresponding bandwith selection procedure applied when estimating ¾ 2 " . We follow the notation of KPSS, which we summarize in Table 4 . We derive the asymptotic distributions for the test statistic under the various null hypotheses stated in the following proposition that we prove in appendix A.
Proposition 1 Asymptotic distributions:
If y t can be represented by equation (1), then under the various null hypotheses H ¿ , H ¹ and H 0 the test statistic w Variance of changes in the random walk component, u t in (5) has the following asymptotic distributions Table 5 contains the critical values for the one-sided tests at various signi…cance levels under the three null hypotheses. We reject against random walk alternatives for large values of w. It is also crucially important to consider the behavior of the statistic under relevant alternatives. We show in the appendix that the test based on w is consistent for all relevant alternatives. Our result, stated in the following proposition, generalizes that of KPSS in two ways. First, we show that the test for level stationarity and zero mean stationarity are not only consistent against the alternative where y t contains a stochastic trend (d = 1) in (1). The tests are also consistent against alternatives where y t contains a deterministic trend (¯6 = 0) or an intercept (® 6 = 0), respectively. Second, we show that even when the automatic bandwidth selection procedure is used, which can sometimes improve the small sample size properties, the test is still consistent. Proposition 2 Consistency: If y t can be represented as in equation (1), then 2 2 More speci…cally, the rate of consistency is at least T 3=4 in case the Bartlett kernel is used without automatic lag selection, T 14=25 in case the Bartlett kernel is used with automatic lag selection and T 92=125 in case the QS kernel is used with automatic lag selection.
More speci…cally, the rate of consistency against …xed alternatives with d = 1 is at least T 3=4 for the Bartlett kernel without automatic bandwidth selection, T 14=25 for the Bartlett kernel with automatic bandwidth selection, and T
92=125
for the QS kernel with automatic bandwidth selection: This means w = O p (T v ), with v = 3=4; 14=25, and 92=125 respectively. This result implies that our test will asymptotically have a power of unity. That is, as the sample size, T , goes to in…nity we will reject a false null hypothesis with certainty. In practice, however, our sample size is …nite and the test will not have such power. In the following section we compare the small sample properties of the test statistic for the di¤erent estimation methods of the long run variance of " t and for di¤erent null hypotheses. We also compare the properties of the tests with the stationarity tests proposed by Choi (1994) and LBM.
Alternative tests and a comparison of small sample properties
The KPSS test is not the only relevant test for stationarity. In particular, Choi (1994) and LBM (1994) have proposed related tests in the econometric literature. In this section we brie ‡y review their methods and illustrate how they di¤er from the KPSS test. Finally, we compare the small sample properties of the KPSS test for di¤erent HAC estimators of ¾
2
" with the small sample properties of the tests by Choi (1994) and LBM (1994). Although one can adapt both these tests for the null hypotheses of zero mean and level stationarity, we con…ne our analysis to the trend stationarity case to save space.
Alternative tests for stationarity
Instead of considering the residuals, e t , of equation (2), Choi (1994) proposes to consider the slightly modi…ed regression
e., the partial sum process of y t . His test statistic, denoted by ! 2 , equals
where b ¾ 2 is a HAC estimator of ¾ Proof: see appendix A.4. Proposition 3 implies that when applying the Choi-test we still have to choose a deterministic bandwith m T , which only depends on the sample size, in order to obtain a consistent test statistic.
If one is prepared to make more speci…c assumptions about the error process ² t one can incorporate this extra information in the testing procedure and therefore hope to get a more e¢cient test. Leybourne and McCabe (1994) , LBM, followed this approach, which turns out to be quite promising. They show that their test achieves the optimal consistency rate of T . Given their assumptions of the existence of a …nite dimensional model, they do not need an in…nite number of autocorrelations to consistently estimate the long run variance.
LBM assume a Gaussian stationary purely autoregressive process for y t around a deterministic trend as their null hypothesis, i.e. y t ¡ ® ¡¯t » ARIMA (p; 0; 0). Since p is seldomly known a priori, one should check for sensitivity with respect to p in practice.
Their test consists of two stages. First they …lter out all non unit roots of the autoregressive part of the process. Then they test for stationarity of the …ltered process without a further correction for serial correlation. In order to obtain an estimate of these stable roots they estimate the following reduced form ARIMA(p; 1; 1) model
sing the now widely implemented method of exact maximum likelihood. The moving average parameter µ is included, because under the null hypothesis of stationarity, this model is overdi¤erenced and will contain a unit root in the MA-part, i.e., µ = 1. Pötscher (1991) shows that, even though (7) is non-invertible in case of stationarity, the estimators of the autoregressive parameters, b Á i , are consistent. Hence, by …ltering out the autoregressive part of the process y t through
y ¤ t will, asymptotically, resemble an intercept, deterministic trend plus white noise under the null hypothesis. This means that we can calculate w using y ¤ t instead of e t in (5) using the sample variance of y ¤ t in the denominator. Unfortunately, this approach has a disadvantage, which we summarize in the following proposition.
Proposition 4
The LBM-test is not consistent against the alternative that y t » ARIM A (0; 1; 0), i.e. the alternative that y t follows a pure random walk (with or without drift).
(proof:) In case y t » ARIM A (0; 1; 0), such that
where " t is white noise, the estimated ARIM A(1; 1; 1) model is
Clearly, the parameters Á and µ are not identi…ed, leading to a nonvanishing positive probability
Á has to be con…ned to a stable and invertible region [¡1=(1 + ±); 1=(1 + ±)], will always have many local maxima for b Á (and therefore here also for b µ) near the borders ¡1 and 1 as ± ! 0 and T ! 1. As ± ! 0 and T ! 1 and b Á and b µ remain unidenti…ed, the …lter (8) reduces with a nonnegligible probability to
This shows that the unit root will be …ltered out, resulting in a positive probability of the test statistic having the same asymptotic distribution under the alternative as under the null, which precludes consistency of the test.
The generalization of the LBM-test, introduced by McCabe, Leybourne and Shin (1997) to test for the null hypothesis of stationarity of the error term of a cointegrating regression and therefore for the null of cointegration, su¤ers from a similar problem. Note that the same problem does not occur for the generalized KPSS tests. There the consistency does not depend on the assumption that ¾ It thus turns out that the (often overlooked) identi…cation assumption of the parameters in the auxiliary ARMA model is of crucial importance for the e¢ciency of the LBM test. For model (1) this means that the variance of random walk component d P t i=1 u i must not be too large compared to the variance of noise component ² t in order to reject often in large samples! The reduction in the power of the LBM test as the size of the random walk component increases is one the interesting results that we illustrate in the Monte Carlo simulations of the next section.
Monte Carlo simulations
The Monte Carlo results in this section illustrate four points. First, they show that the automatic data dependent bandwith selection procedure, in particular when used 
in combination with the QS kernel, yields better small sample results than when the bandwidth is chosen arbitrarily, as by KPSS. Second, we illustrate the validity of our extension of KPSS' consistency results by considering the size and power of the test in the presence of deterministic parts, i.e. an intercept and time trend. Thirdly, we verify Newey and West's (1994) claim that the outcome of the test is less sensitive to the bandwidth choice in case the automatic bandwidth selection procedure is used. Finally, we illustrate the inconsistency of the LBM test in case of a pure random walk alternative. Tables 7 through 10 , collected at the end of the paper, all contain the probability of rejection of the various null hypotheses at a nominal 5% signi…cance level. The results presented are the outcomes of experiments for sample sizes 30, 100 and 500, each consisting of 1000 replications. m b (x), n b (x), m qs (x) and n qs (x) refer to the speci…c bandwidth choices, where m indicates a deterministic bandwidth choice a and n signi…es that the automatic data dependent bandwidth selection procedure has been applied. The subscripts b and qs refer to the Bartlett and QS kernel respectively. The speci…c bandwidth choices are listed in table 6. m b (x) is similar to the bandwidth sequence used in KPSS, while, in order to make the results for the Bartlett and QS kernels comparable, m qs (x) is chosen such that b ¾ 2 has the same asymptotic variance as when m b (x) is used. Both n b (x) and n qs (x) are the same as in Newey and West (1994) .We follow Choi (1994) and have used the QS kernel for the calculation of his test, where we have chosen the bandwidth according to m qs (4). For the LBM-test we have chosen the AR-order p = 1 when the data generating process is an AR(1)-process and p = 3 whenever the process is MA(1). Table 7 illustrates the empirical size properties of the various test statistics in case the data are generated by an AR(1) process y t = Á y t¡1 + ² t . We use the header KPSS for the test statistics proposed in Section 2. Note …rst that the size properties are not much a¤ected by the level of detrending. The most interesting case is that for an ARparameter of :9. In this case the test is less oversized when the automatic bandwidth selection procedure is used compared to the regular KPSS test. In particular, for sample sizes 100 and 500 the size of the test statistic improves signi…cantly when the bandwidth is selected automatically. In these cases the size does not di¤er much for both kernels. However, when we consider the power of the test statistic, as tabulated in Table 9 , we …nd that in the case of automatic bandwidth selection the QS kernel yields a signi…cantly higher power than the Bartlett kernel. This compares well with the higher rate of consistency of the test statistic when the QS kernel is used instead of the Bartlett kernel.
When compared to Choi's test we …nd that the KPSS test is more strongly oversized in case Á > 0. However, Choi's test seems to have very low power; as can be seen in Table 9 , even at a sample size of T = 500 in the most extreme case considered the false null hypothesis is only rejected with a probability of 60%, while for the KPSS test this is virtually 100%. As for the LBM test we …nd, as expected, that, because of the application of an autoregressive …lter, it has superior size properties in small samples compared to both the KPSS-and Choi-test, see Table 7 . Unfortunately, Table 9 illustrates the result of Proposition 4: the more the process resembles a random walk under the alternative, the less often the false null hypothesis of stationarity is rejected.
In completing our discussion of Table 7 we mention that Stock (1994) obtained an empirical size of 0.10 for Á = 0:9 and T = 100, when he applied a KPSS test combined with a truncated version of an automatic AR(1) based bandwidth selection for the QS-kernel as suggested by Andrews(1991) . This number is precisely between the results for the Choi test and the LBM test. Table 8 shows the empirical size of the test statistics when the data are generated by an MA(1)-process. In general, the size of the test does not seem to depend on the bandwith selection procedure and kernel applied. This is to be expected because, if the process is MA(1), the truncation of the sample autocovariances matters less since the autocovariances of the order higher than 1 are zero. However, in small samples, it seems that the automatic bandwidth selection procedure selects m = 0 when y t = " t + µ" t¡1 where " t white noise and µ close to ¡1. This leads to an underestimation of the long run variance of y t and, consequently, to an oversized test statistic in the columns n b (4) and n qs (4). This e¤ect seems to dominate the downweighting (in absolute terms) of the negative …rst order covariance in (6) if m > 0. In itself, that e¤ect leads to overestimation of the long run variance, and consequently to underrejection for the statistics that employ the …xed bandwidths, see the columns m b (4) and n qs (4) :
The power results of Table 9 clearly show the deterioration of power as the order of detrending increases from demeaning to detrending. Stock (1994) provides analytical asymptotic local power results describing this phenomenon. Most tests are asymptotically locally most powerful in a set-up as presented in Table 9 . Stock also provides empirical size-adjusted power results for generalizations of the KPSS test in an ARMA context.
From Table 10 one can easily see that the power of the test statistic against the alternative of a deterministic component is high. Zero mean stationarity is rejected in 100% of the cases for almost all the alternatives listed, apart from the one where an intercept equals only 1=10 of the variance of the noise. Level stationarity is rejected at a rate higher than 95% for all magnitudes of the deterministic trend studied, which should not come as a surprise given the superconsistency of b in this normal regression case. Hence, even in a relatively small sample, like T = 30 listed in the table, the test manages to reliably detect deterministic parts and reject the null hypothesis if necessary. Notice that this property is particularly useful for the empirical analysis in Hobijn and Franses (1997) . Table 11 illustrates a main point of the paper. It presents the empirical sizes and powers of the test statistic in case the data are generated by an AR(1) process for all four estimation methods of b ¾ 2 and for several bandwidth sequence parameters, i.e. x 2 f2; 4; 8g. This table illustrates Newey and West's claim that the outcome of the test will be less sensitive for the choice of the bandwidth parameter n T in case the …nal bandwidth, c m T , is selected automatically than when m T is chosen a priori. The table also shows that the procedure that we suggest does not work for stationary AR processes with an alternating autocorrelation function, see the results for Á = ¡0:9 in the right hand side columns. So, strong seasonal movements have to be removed to avoid rejecting stationarity too often in small samples.
Finally , table 12 illustrates another important point of our paper: the inconsistency of the LBM test statistic against the alternative of a random walk. It presents the power at a nominal 5% signi…cance level of all three tests. The LBM statistic is calculated for the null hypothesis that y t is an AR(1)-process around a deterministic trend 3 , while w ¿ is calculated using the QS kernel and the automatic bandwidth selection procedure with n qs (4). As can be seen, the power of w T converges to 1 as T goes to in…nity, as proved in proposition 2. However, the power of the LBM-test does not increase as the sample size increases. That is, as T = 5000 the false null hypothesis is only rejected in 33% of the cases. Though Choi's test, contrary to that of LBM, is consistent against a pure random walk it seems to have an inferior rate of consistency compared to our version of the KPSS test.
Concluding remarks
We have extended the KPSS test for stationarity in two directions. First, we have shown that a combination of the KPSS test and the automatic bandwidth selection procedure introduced by Newey and West (1994) yields a consistent test statistic that has better small sample properties than the original KPSS test. Secondly, we have derived the asymptotic distribution of the KPSS test for the additional null hypotheses of zero mean stationarity and level stationarity and we have shown the consistency of the test against the alternative of a deterministic component, like an intercept or a deterministic trend.
Our Monte Carlo simulations show that the best small sample results of the test in case the process exhibits a high degree of persistence are obtained using both the automatic bandwidth selection procedure and the Quadratic Spectral kernel. The resulting small sample properties are still open to improvement. This might possibly be achieved by estimating a speci…c model for the time series studied, as proposed by Leybourne and McCabe (1994) . However, such a parameterization of the test should not go together with the loss of consistency against a relevant class of alternatives.
A Proofs of propositions
In this paper we de…ne the order in probability, º; of a sequence of random variables
g. Brockwell and Davis (1991, section 6.1). We say that m T =T º converges in probability to zero, m T = o p (T º ) ; if and only if P fjm T j= (T º ) > ²g ! 0 as T ! 1:
A.1 Lemmas used to prove propositions 1 and 2
In order to derive the asymptotic distributions and prove the consistency of w for the various null hypotheses and their alternatives, we introduce the following two lemmas 4=27´. In the case that the estimated covariances do not decrease, we obtain that
since this is the most extreme case possible, this result must hold in general. But then (9) implies that
hich completes the proof.
Lemma 3 If the QS kernel is used with automatic bandwidth selection, then m
The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma, but now we obtain that
hich implies that
hich, again, completes the proof.
Lemma 4 Let y t have a representation as in (1), then the partial sum process of the residuals, e t , of the regression of y t on an intercept and a deterministic trend has the following asymptotic distribution for d = 0 and d = 1; respectively:
where hT ri is the integer part of T r. If¯= 0 in (1), then the partial sum process of the residuals, e t , of the regression of y t on an intercept has the following asymptotic distribution for d = 0 and d = 1; respectively:
If ® =¯= 0, then the partial sum process of y t has the following asymptotic distribution for d = 0 and d = 1 respectively
Proof: Follows from Park and Phillips (1988) and MacNeill (1978) A.2 Proof of proposition 1
We will only prove the result for the null hypothesis of trend stationarity. The other cases follow in a similar way from the lemmas above. The result is obtained by using the consistency of b ¾ 2 " and applying the continuous mapping theorem to the results of lemma 4. According to lemma 4, under H ¿ ,
Applying the continuous mapping theorem, we now obtain that
from which it follows that
From lemma 1 we know that b ¾ 2 " is a consistent estimator of ¾ 2 " , and we can therefore replace ¾ 2 " by b ¾ 2 " to …nd that
which completes the proof.
A.3 Proof of proposition 2
We will only prove the proposition for the QS kernel with automatic bandwidth selection and for the following cases
The other results can be proved in a similar way as the proof below using the lemmas introduced above.
Part 1: If d = 1 then lemma 4 and the continuous mapping theorem can be applied to obtain that
Since, in this case, e t » I(1), that is e t is integrated of the order 1, we obtain that 8k = 0; 1; : : :
Since lemma 3 implies that m = O p ³ T 33=125´, it follows that, because
11)
Combining (10) and (11) we obtain that if d = 1 then
Hence, when d = 1 then W ¿ ! 1 as T ! 1 and its rate of consistency is at least T 92=125 . Part 2: If¯6 = 0, then it can be shown, as in Leybourne and McCabe (1994) , that in case e t is obtained from regression (3), then his implies that
nd, since, according to lemma 3, m = o p ³ T 33=125´, we obtain that
imilar to the proof of part 1 we now obtain that if¯6 = 0, then W ¹ ! 1 as T ! 1 with a minimum rate of consistency that is again equal to T 92=125 . Part 3: This follows in a similar way as part 2 from the fact that if ® 6 = 0 and e t is obtained from regression (4), then
and 8k = 0; 1; : : :
Combining these two results we now obtain that W 0 ! 1 as T ! 1 with again a minimum rate of consistency that equals T 92=125 .
A.4 Proof of proposition 3
We will prove this proposition only for the case in which the automatic bandwidth selection procedure is applied in combination with the QS window. From Choi (1994, p. 744 eq. (A.4)) we obtain that, under the alternative
We have already shown that under the alternative,
and thus
is not always consistent. That is, we can not exclude the possibility that Results based on 1000 replications
